Molecular mechanisms of chromosome translocation in human B- and T-cell neoplasia.
Our understanding of the molecular biology of many tumors is still rudimentary. The genes involved in most solid tumors, and the mechanisms giving rise to their activation, are virtually unknown. In contrast, for hematopoietic malignancies, we have identified several genes important in oncogenesis, and we understand in at least a limited sense the mechanisms by which translocations impart these genes with the capacity to support malignant growth. It is becoming increasingly apparent that these mechanisms involve very subtle changes in the pattern of gene expression. Similarly, the studies on the mechanisms of chromosome translocation described here underscore the proposition that malignancy may arise by slight perturbations of normal function. The enzymes that physiologically recombine Ig and TCR genes do so with high fidelity under normal circumstances. But occasionally misrecognition of target sequences may lead to chromosome translocation and neoplasia. A deeper understanding of this process will be facilitated by a more certain grasp of normal B- and T-lymphocyte differentiation and proliferation.